31 MARCH 1994

TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK
FROM: J.-R. BOCHE-BOCHE, SRSG,
UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA
INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO,
NEW YORK
FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053
FAX: (230) 84265

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION:

UNOMUR : FAX (256)486-23186
DMZ SECTOR : FAX 64168
SEC KIGALI (3 x)
MILOB GP HQ
UNCTVPO

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 300600B MAR TO 310600B MAR 94.

NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: FIVE

DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.

2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 300600H MAR TO 310600H MAR 94.

1. OWN SITUATION. CALM EXCEPT FEW GRENADE EXPLOSIONS WERE HEARD IN KIGALI CITY.

2. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
   A. BROAD BASED TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT NOT YET INSTALLED. NEGOTIATIONS ONGOING. ON 301000H MAR 94 SRSG HAD A MEETING WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF UNICEF, MR. THOMAS FRANKLIN AT UNAMIR HQ. AT 1500H HRS SRSG MET WITH H.E. THE AMBASSADOR OF CHINA, MR. HUANG SHEJIAO, AT THE RESIDENCE OF THE AMBASSADOR.
   B. ON 31 MAR 94 THE NATIONAL RADIO OF RWANDA BROADCAST THREE DECLARATION CONCERNING THE PRESENT POLITICAL SITUATION.
      (1) CDR HAS AGAIN DECLARED TO RESPECT THE ARUSHA PEACE AGREEMENT.
      (2) 11 OF THE 15 PARTIES PARTICIPATING THE BBG HAVE SIGNED A DECLARATION DEMANDING TO INCLUDE CDR IN THE TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT TO DE-BLOC THE PRESENT SITUATION.
      (3) MR. FAUSTIN TWAGUIRANUNGU (MDC), THE PRESIDENT DE PSD, THE PRESIDENT DU PDC AND MR. LANDO DE PL HAVE SIGNED A DECLARATION INVITING THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC TO FIND A POLITICAL COMPROMISE. ACCORDING TO A LETTER OF THE PRESIDENT TO SRSG, THE PROBLEM OF CDR IS THE ONLY REMAINING PROBLEM TO BBG.

3. FRACTIONAL ACTIVITIES
   A. RPF. NTR.
   B. RPP. NTR.
   C. OTHER. (1) ON 302200H MAR 94, ONE MR INGABIRE DRIVER OF KING FAISAL HOSPITAL WAS ASSASSINATED BY SOME UNRELY PEOPLE. HE WAS AN ACTIVE SUPPORTER OF CDR. FOLLOWING THIS INCIDENT THERE WAS A CLASH BETWEEN THE PEOPLE AND THE GENDARMERIE. OUT OF THIS ONE LOCAL CIVILIAN WAS INJURED AND HE WAS EVACUATED TO KIGALI HOSPITAL. SUBSEQUENTLY ANOTHER INFORMATION CAME AT AROUND 0300H HRS ON 31 MAR 94 ABOUT THE KILLING OF ONE MR MUGANANSGA, WHO WAS A CLERK AND ANOTHER WOMAN WAS INJURED WHO HAS A TEACHER OF RWANPARA SCHOOL. THE INJURED PERSON WAS EVACUATED TO KIGALI HOSPITAL. BOTH THE DEAD AND THE INJURED PERSONS BELONG TO MRUD PARTY. THE INCIDENT OCCURRED AT THE CROSS ROAD BETWEEN RU DE LA SECURITE AND AVENUE PAUL VI. GENDARMERIE WILL CARRY OUT AN INVESTIGATION ABOUT THIS INCIDENT. (2) ON 302310H MAR 94,
ONE MR. GEPETE INFORMED THAT HE CAPTURED TWO ARMED, PERSONNEL WHO WERE TRYING TO ATTACK HIM. IT WAS INTIMATED TO GENDARMERIE. LATER THE ARRESTED PERSONNEL WERE HANDED OVER TO THE GENDARMERIE FOR NECESSARY INVESTIGATION. (3) ON 302200 MAR 94 THE LEADER OF THE CDR YOUTH ORGANIZATION WAS KILLED IN A GUN FIGHT BETWEEN GENDARMERIE NEAR THE MOSQUE OF NYAMIRAMBO. CIVPOL IS INVESTIGATING.

4. MILITARY ACTIVITIES

A. FORCE EQ. A/PC AND A/CAO CARRIED OUT AN INSPECTION OF VARIOUS TYPES OF AMMO AT CAMP KANOMBE OF RGF CAMP. THE AMMO WERE SEIZED FROM A SUSPECT.

B. UNOMUR. UNOMUR OPERATIONAL AREA IS REPORTED TO BE CALM. SECTOR KABALE AND KISORO CARRIED OUT PTELS IN OWN AOR. ALSO CARRIED OUT ANOTHER AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE FROM LUBIRIZI TO RUBYA. TOTAL 10 VEHICLES OF WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME (WFP) HAVE ENTERED INTO UGANDA THROUGH KATUNA AFTER DELIVERING FOOD STUFFS IN RWANDA. BORDER CROSSINGS AT GATUNA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>FROM UGANDA INTO RWANDA</th>
<th>FROM RWANDA INTO UGANDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 MAR</td>
<td>05 VEHICLES CROSSED THE BORDER CARRYING 16 PASSENGERS (AGED BETWEEN 25 TO 40 YEARS). THESE VEHICLES CARRIED 07 BAGS OF RICE AND 04 CARTONS OF CIGARETTE FOR RPF.</td>
<td>07 VEHICLES CROSSED THE BORDER CARRYING 50 PASSENGERS (AGED BETWEEN 25 TO 40 YEARS). NOTHING SIGNIFICANT COULD BE FOUND OUT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. DMZ

(1) GENERAL SITUATION OBSERVED TO BE CALM. AT ABOUT 292230 MAR 94 LOCALS OF BISEATE 2 (A664518) HANDED OVER ONE RPF SOLDIER NAME "CPL RUTERIMARA BOSCO" FORM B COY LOC AT GASERETA (A6144) TO BYUBAT KINIGI PTL BASE. SOLDIER WAS ARRESTED BY FOREST GUARDS IN THE FOREST NEAR BISEATE 2. ONE AK-47 RIFLE WITH 2 EMPTY MAGS BELONGING TO HIM WERE HANDED OVER TO PTL BASE. THE SOLDIER WAS ESCORTED TO RPF CHECK POINT AT 5021 (A7584) AT 301740 HRS.

(2) TSAM 'C CARRIED OUT PTELS IN AOR.

(3) BYUBAT A, B AND C COYS CONDUCTED PTELS IN RESPECTIVE AORS.

(4) FORCE ENGR COY PROVIDED SECURITY AT NGONDORE. CONDUCTED 3 SEPARATE ENGR RECCE TO ROUTES KINRAMBO - RHUNGERI, ROKOMO - GITUZA AND GITUZA - NYARUBANGA. EOD DET COLLECTED 8 MINES AND 2 FUZE FROM RGF HQ FOR TRAINING OF OWN TROOPS.
D. Kilom The JMC meeting which was scheduled to be held on 31 Mar 94 has been delayed again. A fresh date for the meeting will be announced later on.

(1) RGF Sector: About 200 Rwandese returnees from Kigarama refugee camp (B4207) carrying sticks mounted a temporary road block on the route at (B4304) in Murambi commune and demanded food from Red Cross. These returnees came from Tanzania over one year ago and were ordered by Red Cross to leave the camp. No casualties reported.

(2) RPF Sector: Situation in the sector is calm. No incidents or significant movement reported.

(3) Southern Sector: On 28/2100 Mar 94 a grenade exploded in a bar at Shagasha (E 8028) caused one dead and four injured. Team 701 patrolled in Acr. Team 703 and 705 carried out foot patrols because of lack of diesel in Petronjanda filling stations. Returnees in Gitizi camp (C 8510) threatened unehcr with hand grenades because they are not happy with the food distribution. A non profit organization from Kigali, named ASRA visited Butare prison inmates on 30 Mar 94 to inquire their welfare and the possibilities of rehabilitation.

E. Kigali Sector

(1) Rutbat carried out 4 foot patrols, 27 vehicle patrols and 3 check points duties. Provided 6 VVP escorts, 1 for SSG, 1 for FM designate, 1 for President of the Constitutional Court, 1 for Mr. Ngango, 1 for Minister of Social Affairs and 1 for RPF personnel. Rutbat mech coy carried out night training on VIP escorting with APCS. Kibat carried out 6 foot patrols, 25 vehicle patrols and 4 check points duties. Provided security to the Kigali airport. Also provided security to the residence of Mr. Gulinzira Boniface and Mr. Ngango. They employed two APCS for the security of CND complex. Provided four armed escort, 1 for FM, 2 for RPF, 1 for Minister of Foreign Affairs. Byubat golf provided security to the Force HQ and Kigali sector HQ. Also provided security to the residence of SSG, FM, FM designate, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Minister of Social Affairs and president of the Constitutional Court. Also carried out patrolling around the residence of force commander. Tungian coy carried out 2 foot patrols, 5 vehicles patrols and provided security to the CND complex. Sector Kigali provided 7 UNMO escorts, 2 for RPF, 2 for Gendarmerie, 1 for RGF, 1 for UNAMIR and 1 for the German Embassy.

(2) On 30/1500 Mar 94, sector commander attended one meeting with the chief of staff of the RGF on their
ACTIVITIES IN VARIOUS CAMPS IN KIGSA.

(3) On 300950 MAR 94, Sector Commander Visited Gendarmerie Camp at Muhiba and RPF Camp at Shyorongi. He was accompanied by Kigali Sector MILOB Coordinator. He visited these places in order to know the activities of MILOB monitors as well to solve some of their problems in monitoring different situations.

5. UNCLYPOL. On 300800 MAR 94 a grenade exploded at Nyakabanda. Nobody was injured due to the explosion. Gendarmerie is investigating. On 280800 MAR 94 at Kicukiro one unidentified person tried to enter into the house of the President of M.R.N.D. The person was apprehended by the Gendarmerie of Kimihurura. Gendarmerie investigating the matter. On 302100 MAR 94 a grenade was thrown in Bar at Kimihurura. The person who threw the grenade was stabbed by locals. The person was evacuated to Kigali hospital by MILOB. On 311530 MAR 94 the Police Monitor team of GDN Kicukiro monitored a peaceful demonstration of student of the Gikondo University. There were about 500 students demonstrating for a certain autonomy of their University and against the lack of electricity supply. The demonstration was carried out peacefully. On 302100 MAR 94 two dead bodies were found at Nyamirambo. Police Monitor Team is investigating.

6. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. Byubat troops escorted ICRC to distribution food at Rusura (A9412)

7. CIVIL AFFAIRS. Byubat PTL from MIMULI visited the family which was attacked by suspected RPF on 28 MAR 94.

8. LOGISTICS. Log Coy provided security to the UNAMIR Workshop and UNAMIR Supply and Communication warehouse. Dry, fresh and frozen food were issued to the various components of UNAMIR as usual. 4 personnel are deployed at BYUMBA to supply foods to the units located there.

9. MIRC. NTR.